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Abstract
The boreal forests of Fennoscandia have gone through extensive structural changes and
fragmentation due to forest management practices. One direct consequence is a significant
reduction in dead wood availabilities and occurrence of wood dependent fungi. In Norway,
there has been a considerable reduction in fungal diversity, with 29% of the evaluated fungal
species lining up on the IUCN Red List. Fungi are important ecological contributors in nutrient
recycling, symbiotic relationships and other biological processes in ecosystem functioning.
There is still limited knowledge about the local population structure of wood-inhabiting fungi,
including how they distribute and organize in single substrate units. Within substrates, fungi
use self-nonself recogniction (allorecognition), also known as vegetative incompatibility, to
separate own mycelia from others. Hence, this is a central mechanism for organization of
mycelia at a local scale. In this thesis, I investigate the local population structure of the rare and
red-listed fungus Phellopilus nigrolimitatus by in vitro vegetative incompatibility experiments.
Among 321 samples collected from six late-stage decay Picea abies logs, I identify, delimit,
and estimate size of 53 P. nigrolimitatus vegetative compatibility groups (VCGs). I demonstrate
that the size of the poroid surface area of fruit bodies is positively correlated with the estimated
size of VCGs. I find high phenotypic variation among the P. nigrolimitatus cultures in growth
morphology and coloration, where cultural morphology and colouration is consistent within,
but varied between, the VCGs. Hence, growth morphology and colouration can, to some extent,
be used to determine VCG belonging in P. nigrolimitatus. Vegetative compatibility tests of
cultures isolated from different logs reveals that VCGs were not distributed across logs, but that
dispersal of VCGs is facilitated with substrate continuity. I suggest that vegetative dispersal of
VCGs is short ranged and slow, due to probable reliance on substrate continuity and
establishment success.
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1 Introduction
With their immense diversity and distribution across many ecosystems, fungi are undoubtedly
a very widespread group of organisms. Much of this success can possibly be attributed to the
many roles they play in different environments. In terrestrial areas, many fungi provide various
ecosystem services, which are not only critical for the maintenance and longevity of
ecosystems, but can also be of tremendous importance for humans as well in various
applications (Nickerson and Brown 1965; Cheng et al. 1999; Kuroda et al. 2008; Bajpai 1999).
One of the ecosystem services that fungi provide is nutrient recycling. Many fungi facilitate
decomposition of dead organic matter through various chemical processes, which over time
enables growth of new primary producers and subsequently an array of other organisms (Gulis
and Suberkropp 2003; Swift, Russellsmith, and Perfect 1981; Tinker 1984; Clinton et al. 2009).
Among wood decay fungi, polypores play an essential role in wood decomposition and soil
formation, by driving the turnover of dead wood in forests (Rayner and Boddy 1988). Polypores
obtain their required energy by degrading the lignocellulosic complex in dead wood using a
combination of both enzymes and free radicals (Eastwood et al. 2011; Zhu et al. 2017).
Consequently, fungi can be seen as part of a foundation for the functioning ecosystem by
providing other organisms with the most basic resources. These reasons highlight the
importance of fungi and why their way of living needs to be studied in more detail.
Our knowledge on the dispersal of fungi is mostly the result of descriptive population structure
at multiple scales: global, regional or local. Some basidiomycetes have a global distribution,
being widespread on multiple continents (Geml et al. 2008; Kauserud et al. 2007). Other studies
have focused on revealing population structure, diversity and dispersal patterns of wood decay
fungi at a more regional scale (Hogberg, Holdenrieder, and Stenlid 1999; Hogberg and Stenlid
1999; Kauserud and Schumacher 2003; Franzen et al. 2007). However, the definition of a fungal
population is still unclear at a regional level and only a few of these studies have addressed this
question. At a local scale, fungal population structure varies enormously. For example, some
species within the genus Armillaria have wider dispersal abilities and will colonise a whole
forest area (Lygis et al. 2005) while other species like the pathogen Ophiostoma novo-ulmi
causing the Dutch Elm disease is dispersed within a few centimeters (Braiser 1999). However,
the situation is more complex, and these observations have been assessed using mainly fruit
body inventories, mycelium baits or a few genetic markers, making it hard to assess the physical
delimitation of an individual.
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Fungi, like other microorganisms are also regulated by individuality through hyphal
interactions at finer scales. When it comes to how fungi operate and interact within populations
at finer scales, there is definitely a lack of knowledge. In the case of microorganisms, it is more
challenging to define a population when the concept of individuality itself is diffused by
complex fungal genetics and reproductive strategies (Heitman, Sun, and James 2013). For
example, some fungal species reproduce sexually by asco- or basidiospores, while others
primarily reproduce asexually (Taylor, Jacobson, and Fisher 1999) by mycelium, oidia or
conidia or. The latter reproductive mode can lead to a population of clonal ramets, that share a
common genome, collectively known as a genet. This can lead to difficulties when assessing
what constitutes an individual in such populations. While the concept of individuality is not
explicitly investigated in the frame of my master project, it is however important to establish
how it can be defined and how it is defined in my thesis.
The definition of a microbial individual is relative and depends to which entity scale we are
referring to. For example, we can define an individual as simple units of selection like the genes
of organisms (Wilson and Barker 2017). In the early debates on fungal individuality,
Pontecorvo proposed that for heterokaryotic fungi, where several genotypes co-exist, the nuclei
might be considered as interacting individuals (Pontecorvo 1946). Though it is less likely to
initiate competitive dynamics within the inactive spore itself but rather in the heterokaryotic
mycelium (Ma et al. 2016). To a higher-level classification, the functionally individual units
can be defined as the multi-dimensional hyphal network. Filamentous fungi are capable of
forming enormous mycelial networks with single mycelia stretching over kilometres, for
example the wood pathogen Armillaria solidipens has a mycelium that is thought to be the
world’s largest organism (Anderson and Catona 2014; Ferguson et al. 2003). By definition, a
biological population is a collection of individuals inhabiting a geographic location, and due to
the unclear definition of individuality in fungi, it is important to specify on what level to study
if we want to unveil how a population is structured and how it will potentially evolve in the
future.
One approach is to delimit an individual based on the extent of the organism’s soma. In
filamentous fungi this can be done by examining the concept of self/nonself-recognition, which
has been investigated in many studies to delimit vegetative compatibility groups (VCGs).
Fungal hyphae that fuse (anastomose), exchange cytoplasm and nucleus, to form stable
heterokaryons are said to belong to the same VCG (Worrall 1997). Vegetative compatibility
2

between different fungal strains is typically regulated by a subset of loci termed het or vic
(Leslie 1993), which are distinct from mating type loci (MAT). In order for strains to achieve
complete anastomosis, it is usually required that the different nuclei contain identical vic alleles
(Esser 1971). This can result in the formation of a stable heterokaryon after hyphal fusion of
two independent conspecific strains. However, if vic alleles differ, the hyphal compartments
involved in anastomosis are killed which can be visualised as a zone of demarcation between
the two mycelia (Saupe, Clave, and Begueret 2000), as a result of apoptosis (Goncalves et al.
2017). Depending on the species, the number of vic loci may also vary, thereby contributing to
the likelihood of discrimination between strains of the same species if the number of vic loci in
the fungal genome is higher (Begueret, Turcq, and Clave 1994). Vegetative incompatibility is
a widespread system for recognizing self from nonself revealed in several fungal orders.
There are several reasons behind the recognition of self from nonself. First, vegetative
incompatibility might limit horizontal gene transfer between individuals. This can lead to an
emergence of population structure at a local scale, that maintains genetic diversity within a
population (Adaskaveg and Gilbertson 1987; Manicom et al. 1990; Thomas et al. 2017).
Vegetative incompatibility can serve also as a function in preventing the transmission of
infectious agents like mycoviruses and transposable elements through a common cytoplasm
(Caten 1972). Belonging to the same vegetative compatibility group might infer other benefits
for the organism. For example, if located in an area where resources required for efficient
metabolic functioning are scarce, it is reasonable to think that belonging to a VCG with greater
environmental outreach, or growth rate might be beneficial. One will expect that VCGs
occupying larger parts of the substrates, and have access to more resources, produce larger fruit
bodies compared to smaller VCGs. This is congruent to what was observed by Rayner and Todd
in Trametes versicolor, where VCGs, inhabiting larger portions of wood seemed to produce
larger fruit bodies, and vice versa (Rayner and Todd 1977). The same logic can also lead us to
think that several co-occurring VCGs in a log, limited in space, may yield reduced size and
number of fruit bodies. This may be due to competition for both space and resources between
different fungal strains (Holmer and Stenlid 1993). Moreover, where space and resources are
limited, a viable strategy may be to disperse. This strategy might manifest itself with greater
number of small fruit bodies per VCG in an attempt to increase chances of reaching favourable
substrates or compatible mating types.
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Most wood decay fungi belong to various orders in class Agaricomycetes (Basidiomycota),
including Agaricales, Hymenochaetales, Polyporales and Russulales. The white rot fungi of
Hymenochaetales includes some of the most aggressive wood decomposers, causing tree death
around the world. Despite their ecological importance and the impact of their pathogenicity,
little is known about the diversity and dispersal capacity of these decomposers.
To investigate population structures at local scales, within and across single substrate units
(wood logs), I used a thorough sampling strategy and extensive vegetative incompatibility
testing. The wood decomposing polypore, Phellopilus nigrolimitatus (formerly Phellinus
nigrolimitatus) is the focal species. In Fennoscandia, P. nigrolimitatus has been shown to be
strongly negatively impacted by forest fragmentation and decline in suitable substrates
(Stokland and Kauserud 2004; Storaunet, Eriksen, and Rolstad 2011). For this reason, P.
nigrolimitatus is included on the red list of Norway as near threatened (NT). The fungus is
present in old-growth boreal forests, fruiting on late decay stage conifer logs and absent in
cultured forest where old fallen trunks are scarce (Breitenbach and Kränzlin 1986). The fruit
bodies, mainly located underneath logs are effused-reflex, perennial and older fruit bodies can
grow rather large in size and are typically darker in colour compared to younger ones (Niemela
et al. 2001). P. nigrolimitatus causes white pocket rot which results in interspersed pockets of
delignified wood where white and fluffy material composed mostly of cellulose remain
(Blanchette 1984). This type of rot is indicative of the species and can be used to quickly survey
logs for its presence.
Previous studies by Kauserud & Schumacher (Kauserud and Schumacher 2001) have shown
that populations of P.nigrolimitatus have a large amount of genetic variation and that the
diversity of VCGs can be high at local scales. Previous publications have pointed out the
importance of quantifying individual variation, not only as an abstract biological measure, but
rather as a qualitative indicator of population resilience to disturbance and potential for
adaptation to changing environments (Crawford and Oleksiak 2007; Hughes et al. 2008).
Aspects related to fitness of individual VCGs (such as fruit body surface area), is another
unstudied facet of this species. These aspects are highly relevant to conservation biologists, and
may also serve as general principles applicable to other fungal species where matters such as
prevention of disease dispersal are crucial (Pringle and Taylor 2002). An interesting
characteristic of the species, pointed out by Kauserud and Schumacher (Kauserud and
Schumacher 2002), was that individual VCGs appeared to have distinct growth morphologies
4

and colouration in laboratory cultures. The reason behind VCGs revealing unique phenotypes
in culture is currently unclear, but must be due to genetic and/or epigenetic variability. In plant
pathogenic fungi however, phenotypic variation in VCGs has been linked to sub-population
structures (Freeman, Katan, and Shabi 1998). A similar behavior could potentially operate in
populations of P. nigrolimitatus, and an examination of both VCGs and their phenotypic
variation can help in clarifying such a phenomenon. How restricted VCGs are within a log or
whether they are able to disperse across logs is undocumented. VCGs could be distributed
across different logs within a local area due to clonal propagation or spore dispersal. To assess
these questions, vegetative incompatibility confrontation between fungal cultures obtained
from different logs of varying distance to each other were conducted.
The overall goal of this project is to apply the individuality concept to reveal population
structures in P. nigrolimitatus at a local scale. The main aims of this study are to (i). Locate,
delimit and determine the number of vegetative compatibility groups in natural populations of
P. nigrolimitatus. (ii). Investigate the link between fruit body abundance, size and their
respective VCGs’ extent. (iii). Examine phenotypic variation and correlation to VCGs within
logs, and finally (iv). Investigate distribution of VCGs across logs. My Master project aims in
testing a broad range of hypotheses related to the above questions using mycological
experimental approaches.
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2 Materials and methods
2.1

Sampling

Field work was carried out at Skotjernfjell nature reserve, located in Oppland county, Norway
(60°14’20.8”N, 10°47’42.4”E, 652 m.a.s.l.). This is an old growth forest dominated by Norway
spruce (Picea abies), where natural processes have led to high amounts of dead wood in the
area that harbours a wide variety of saproxylic organisms. The bedrock of the area is composed
mainly of igneous syenite and porphyritic felsite, which are of poor nutritional value for plants.
Many Red listed polypores, including Amylocystis lapponica, Pycnoporellus alboluteus,
Phlebia centrifuga, among others, have been surveyed in this reserve. The area therefore
presents a place where natural ecosystem processes can be studied, not heavily influenced by
anthropogenic activities.

Figure 1. Map of Norway and Skotjernfjell.To the left is a map of Norway where the white rectangle marks
the location of Skotjernfjell nature reserve. To the right are the locations of the 6 spruce logs (marked 1-6) that
was sampled in this study.

Four field trips were conducted in autumn 2016 (16/8, 24/8, 25/8 and 31/8). A paired log
sampling design was adopted for a total of 6 logs, meaning 3 pairs of logs that were positioned
6

reasonably close together (Fig. 1). For each pair, a distance between 1-20 m separated the two
logs. Criteria for selecting logs were that they (1) should have the characteristic pocket rot
caused by P. nigrolimitatus, (2) being at a late decay stage (DS 4) and (3) hosting at least 10
fruit bodies of P. nigrolimitatus. The procedure for collecting both wood and fruit body
samples, was first to locate the stump of the log, corresponding to the bottom of the tree (starting
point 1). The length of the log and diameter at three points (bottom, middle and top) was
measured, and finally a meter was placed along the log and markers were pinned every 50 cm
along the log. The markers were labelled from 1 to N, with 1 starting at the bottom of the log
and N being the last placeable marker towards the top of the log (Fig. 2). The markers,
representing coordinates along the log, were used as sampling points for the wood samples.
Each log was sampled on both sides to increase the coverage of sampling. When looking at the
log from the bottom (point 1) to the top (point N), the left hand-side was noted as side 1 and the
right-hand side as 2.

Figure 2 An example of the sampling design. A Sketch of log 5 which 13.5 m long with diameters of 36 cm,
33 cm and 14 cm corresponding to bottom, middle and top, respectively. Dots indicate wood sampling points
symmetric on right and left-hand sides and triangles indicate locations of fruit bodies. Drawing not to scale.
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At every 50 cm and on both sides of the log, sampling was done using a knife or a chisel with
a hammer to cut out wood pieces of size around 2-3*3-5*3-4 cm. A pair of tweezers was used
to collect the wood sample cut out and they were placed in paper bag. Between each sample,
all equipment was sterilized with ethanol and subsequent flaming.
Samples were numbered by log number, distance and side of log, e.g. L1.3.1 is a wood sample
collected from log 1, positioned at mark number 3 (100 cm) and on the left side (1). Preliminary
work showed that no P. nigrolimitatus cultures were obtained from asymptomatic wood without
pocket rot, and these wood samples were therefore not collected. Fruit bodies were collected
and placed in paper bags and marked with log number, distance it was found from the bottom
of the log, orientation on the log (right, left, above or under the log). All samples (table 1) were
stored in a refrigerator at 4°C until isolation.

Table 1. Overview of number of wood samples and fruit bodies collected from six Norway spruce logs.
Measurement of length (m) and diameters (cm) of each log is provided.
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Log
number

# Wood
samples
collected

# Fruit
bodies
collected

Length
(m)

Diameter
bottom
(cm)

Diameter
middle
(cm)

Diameter
top (cm)

1

33

11

8,5

25

19

13

2

51

12

12,5

33

30,5

13

3

26

11

9,65

38

27

26

4

32

13

10,35

27

23

15

5

29

12

13,5

36

33

14

6

46

45

15,5

49

34

13,5

Total

217

104

2.2

Laboratory work

2.2.1 Fruit bodies measurement and image analysis
Prior to culture isolation from the fruit bodies, two approaches were used to measure the fruit
body surface area. The first technique was an image analysis, where each fruit body was
photographed using a Nikon (Nikon 650D) camera at 3936x2624 resolution employing the
JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) image format. The fruit body was oriented to show
the pore surface and photographed with flash on a white background. A15-cm ruler was
fastened onto the background as a reference scale for image analysis. The fruit body pictures
were analyzed using the open source software Fiji (Schindelin et al. 2012) which is a
distribution of the ImageJ software (Rasband 2016). The procedure was to initially set the scale
of measurements using the 15 cm ruler included for each image. Measurements of the fruit
bodies’ width and length were made using the straight line tool. The surface area was measured
using a combination of the threshold feature and the magic wand tool. First, the image was
thresholded to separate the fruit body from the background. The fruit body circumference was
then selected using the magic wand tool and measured. All fruit body measurements were
logged in an excel spreadsheet.
The second approach was a manual measurement of both length and width of the fruit bodies
using a caliper. These measurements were noted down and used in later analyses as the variables
“manual length” and “manual width”. The variable named “manual area” was calculated by
multiplying the width by the length of the manual measurements.

2.2.2 Media preparation
I used malt extract agar (MEA) as the growth medium for P. nigrolimitatus. MEA was made
by suspending 50g of malt extract agar powder (30 g malt extract, 5 g mycological peptone, 15
g agar) per litre of distilled water. After sterilization, 25 ml of media was distributed in 9-cm
diameter Petri dishes, the plates were packed and stored at 4°C until required. For culture
isolation from wood samples and fruit bodies, 2% MEA implemented with three antibiotics
(ampicillin 33 mg/L, streptomycin 8.3 mg/L, tetracycline 3 mg/L) and a fungicide (benomyl 1
mg/l) was used. The antibiotics limit the growth of bacteria whereas benomyl reduces growth
of ascomycetes and imperfect fungi which are ubiquitous contaminants.
9

2.2.3 Culture isolation
Isolation of P. nigrolimitatus strains from wood and fruit body samples was done under a
biological safety hood, Class II (Esco). Prior to isolation, the cabinet was cleaned using 10%
hydrogen peroxide and 70% ethanol and sterilized using UV-light. Using sterilized scalpels and
fine forceps, wood samples were split in two pieces thus reducing the risk of surface
contaminants. Five small pieces of wood, of size around 5-20x2-4 mm, were cut and placed on
a Petri dish containing MEA supplemented with antibiotics and benomyl. Between each action
involving the use of forceps and scalpels they were sterilized by dipping them into ethanol jars,
flamed, and allowed to cool down before further use. Fruit body samples were cultured in a
similar manner. The pore surface was cut off and discarded, the fruit body was torn open and
small pieces of approximately 2 mm3 were removed from the inner part and placed on the
surface of the media. To increase the growth success of P. nigrolimitatus, I also tried the sample
sterilization using 10% bleach and two subsequent washes with Milli-Q water. For each sample
collected, two Petri dishes were replicated. The plates were sealed with parafilm, labelled with
the sample name and date and incubated (Termaks KB8400, 400 l) at 19°C for about 1 week.
The plates were regularly checked, at least every 2 days, for signs of contaminants.
Contaminants with higher growth rate and distinct morphologies were rapidly eliminated by
cutting out square pieces of agar containing the contaminated mycelium. If more than two wood
pieces were contaminated in one plate, the three other wood pieces were transferred on a new
media.
When hyphal growth of P. nigrolimitatus was distinguishable, a small piece, around 0.5 cm2,
from the outer edge of the mycelium was cut with a scalpel and transferred in the middle of a
new plate with fresh media. To keep track of the cultures, the Petri dish with the new inoculum
was marked with the sample identification and date of subculturing. Once a pure strain of P.
nigrolimitatus was isolated from each sample, three similar plates were subcultured, the first
plate was used for photography and image analysis, the second one for phenotypic
characterization and vegetative compatibility tests and the third one for DNA isolation (outside
the scope of this study). Concerning the plate used for DNA isolation, the inoculum was placed
on top of an uncoated Cellophane membrane with malt medium underneath. This renders the
mycelium sparse and free from media. Throughout the 2-year study period, the cultures were
maintained alive by subculturing every 2-month on 2% MEA media and incubated at 19°C in
the dark.
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2.2.4 Phenotypic characterization
After 4-5 weeks of incubation, the batch of pure cultures of P. nigrolimitatus used for
phenotypic characterisation were organised on a table according to the placement of the
corresponding wood samples on the log. The phenotypic grouping was performed
independently for each log. The cultures were grouped according to the phenotypic similarity
of the mycelium mat and were termed phenotypic groups. In addition to characteristics
previously described for mycelial morphology of basidiomycetes (Guadarrama-Mendoza et al.
2014), I considered additional ones according to the phenotypic traits of P. nigrolimitatus. The
observations were based on six main characteristics such as texture (cottony or floccose),
density (high, regular or low), colour (white, cream, yellow, brown), growth (scarce, regular or
abundant), thickness (thin or thick layer), and presence of rings and colour of media on reverse
(green, blue or no colour). The grouping of cultures into phenotypes was performed at least
twice by two people independently. The grouping was then noted down and numbered in
ascending order, most of the time starting with the largest group. This procedure was carried
out for all cultures isolated from wood samples from the six logs while cultures isolated from
fruit bodies were not considered at this stage. After 4-5 weeks of incubation, the batch of
cultures made for photography was pictured without the lid, using a Nikon (650D) camera with
the same settings as used to picture the fruit bodies. The pictures were obtained to demonstrate
culture phenotypes (see appendix 1).

2.2.5 Vegetative compatibility tests
The first step in the VC tests was to confront the wood samples within their respective
phenotypic groups defined in section 2.2.4 (Fig. 5a). This was done by confronting three
samples at a time, and two at a time when the number of samples was not divisible by three.
VC tests were counted according to the binomial coefficient provided below.

Equation 1. Binomial coefficient. Used to calculate number of confrontations to be done for a given number of
samples.

Using Equation 1, the number of samples to be confronted at a time would equal k, n would
equal the total number of samples to be confronted. This gives us the number of combinations
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without replacement, given the number of samples used. An online combination calculator
generated the VC tests to be done, and a list of these VC tests was then printed and used during
the laboratory work.The VC tests were done under the hood. The pattern in Fig. 3 was placed
underneath the Petri dish as a guide for inoculum placement. Inoculum of size 0.5 cm3 was then
cut out from the growth medium and placed on the VC test dish containing 2% MEA according
to the diagram.

Figure 3. Diagram of vegetative compatibility test dishes. Diagram of petri dishes used as guides during
compatibility testing, where X represents positions for sample inocula. The leftmost diagram was used for 2
cultures being confronted, while the rightmost diagram for 3 cultures.

To prevent cross contamination between each sample, the scalpels were sterilized and allowed
to cool. Petri dishes with the VC tests were sealed with parafilm and incubated at 19°C for 5-6
weeks. The dishes were inspected to see which samples were compatible and which ones were
incompatible. We defined compatibility when there was a continuous growth of mycelium
between two samples (Fig. 4a). Conversely, incompatibility was determined by the presence of
a distinct demarcation line between the mycelia. This line usually consisted of a discoloration
of the adjacent hyphae, as well as a noticeable gap where the mycelia met (Fig. 4c). A third
alternative score was also used when two or more confronted mycelia did not create a distinct
line, nor a definite continuous growth. This option was termed semi-incompatible (Fig. 4b). All
VC tests were examined independently by two people. The results from the VC tests were then
noted down in notation tables and reported in excel.
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Figure 4. Vegetative compatibility tests. Depicted are samples that were determined to be compatible (a),
semi-incompatible (b) or incompatible (c), respectively.

When both the compatible and incompatible wood sample cultures had been noted within their
respective phenotypic groups, a subset of samples was assembled to further examine the
belonging of incompatible samples. Samples that were compatible were grouped together,
while fully incompatible samples were excluded from any group (Fig. 5b). The subset contained
at least one representative sample from the different compatible groups while including all of
the incompatible samples (Fig. 5c). This subset of samples was then confronted in accordance
to the VC testing procedure described earlier. Results from these VC tests were also recorded
in excel.
All VC tests were done to map the VCGs’ location, extent and limits. Sketches of the location
and limits of the different VCGs on the logs were later made as a visual aid in determining best
choices for further VC testing.
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Figure 5. Compatibility testing procedure. Diagram of the procedure for compatibility testing with two
phenotypic groups (P. group). Level 1 (a) indicate VC testing within phenotypic groups, (b) indicate that cultures
D and E were incompatible within their P.groups. Level 2 (c) indicate VC testing using representative cultures
(B and G) for their respective p.groups, with cultures D and E, and across P.groups (B with G). Letters A-H
represent cultures, double arrows indicate confrontations. Red arrows indicate incompatibility. Green circles
indicate representative samples for their respective phenotypic group.

Fruit body cultures were then confronted with selected wood culture samples to determine the
fruit bodies’ VCG belonging. Sketches of VCGs was used here to determine the closest (in
proximity) VCGs to a given fruit body. Between two and four wood sample cultures were
selected for VC tests towards fruit body cultures. The number of wood sample cultures used,
depended on the number of VCGs in proximity to the fruit body, and the fruit bodies’
orientation (top, under, left, right) on the log.
To assess VCG distribution across logs, a subset of wood sample cultures was assembled. These
cultures represented a total of 15 VCGs from logs 1, 2 and 4. Logs 1 and 2 were located on top
of each other, and log 4 was located 107 m from logs 1 and 2. These cultures were VC tested
according to the procedure described earlier. This resulted in 39 combinations of paired VC
tests between the wood sample cultures.
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2.3

Statistical analyses

Statistical analysis was done in R v 3.4.1 (R Core Team 2017). For the correlation between fruit
body measurements obtained from ImageJ and those obtained manually, a linear regression
model was used in order to check for consistency between the two measurements techniques. I
used the base lm()-function in R to perform this analysis.
I modelled the number of VCGs per log as a function of log volume. To do this, I used a
generalized linear mixed effect model (GLMM) with log number as random intercept, and a
Poisson distribution for count data.
I also investigated for potential bias, in the dataset of surface area of fruit bodies, for excluding
fruit bodies that were neither isolated (52%) nor attributed to any VCG (7%). To do this I first
used linear regression models to model fruit body surface area as a function of a binary variable
that identifies if a fruit body culture displayed compatibility with a VCG or not (yes/no
respectively). These linear regression models were applied to each log separately. Secondly, I
modelled the same relationship using a linear mixed effect model (LMM), that had log
identification number as a random intercept.
For the analysis of the relationship between VCG size and fruit body surface area I used a linear
mixed effect model with the lme4 package (Bates et al. 2015). As fixed effects, I used VCG
size, for random intercepts, I used log identification number. I also included VCG-identification
number as an additional random intercept, however this had no effect on the model outcome
(and hence not presented). Additionally, I made a model with random slope, by using log
identification number as the random slope factor. This random slope model had higher AIC,
BIC, log likelihood and deviance, and so this model was not used. I used a linear mixed effect
model for the analysis of VCG size and number of fruit bodies. For this model, I used a very
similar approach as the analysis of VCG size and fruit body surface area. Moreover, in this
model I used a Poisson distribution for the response variable (# fruit bodies), which is a better
fit for count data. In this model, I also tried including an additional random intercept by using
the VCG-identification number, but this had no effect on this model either.
For assessing the relationship between phenotypic similarity and compatibility, I modelled, the
binary variables of compatibility (1/0) as a function of phenotypic similarity (1/0). The variable
of compatibility describes if two cultures in a confrontation were compatible or not. The
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variable of phenotypic similarity describes if two cultures in a confrontation were grouped to
the same phenotypic group or not. I initially used a binomial generalized linear mixed effects
model from the MASS package (Venables and Ripley 2002), and the function glmmPQL(). For
these models fixed effects I used the binary variable of phenotypic similarity (1 = similar / 0 =
not similar). The random intercept was set as the log identification number. For model
comparison, I used the lme4 package to model the same variables in the same way, the function
I used here was the lmer() function. Lastly I used a generalized linear model from the R-package
stats (R Core Team 2017), by using the glm() function and log identification number as a
blocking variable.
Plots were generated with the ggplot2 package (Wickham 2009), the effects package (Fox
2003), or the base R plot() function. For the cumulative richness of VCGs plot I used the R
package vegan (Oksanen et al. 2017).
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3 Results
3.1
Wood sample and fruit body isolation
success
From the six spruce logs, we collected a total 321 samples, out of which 217 were wood samples
and 104 fruit bodies of Phellopilus nigrolimitatus. The success rate in isolating axenic cultures
from samples varies between logs, but also between fruit bodies and wood samples. In total,
181 cultures were isolated from the 217 collected wood samples (Fig. 6b). The isolation success
rate of cultures from wood samples was 58, 94, 81, 91, 83 and 87% for logs 1 to 6 respectively
(Fig. 6a).

Figure 6. Isolation success. Bar chart of culture isolation success from wood samples (a, b), and from fruit
bodies (c, d). Numbers above bars indicate the number of samples in the given category. Shown in blue are all
samples collected, and in orange are samples for which axenic cultures were obtained and included for further
experiments in the study.
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A total of 49 cultures were isolated from the 104 fruit bodies collected (Fig. 6d). The isolation
success rate of cultures from fruit bodies was 64, 92, 45, 31, 58 and 33% respectively for logs
1 to 6 (Fig. 6c). Overall, the isolation success was higher for wood samples (83%) than for fruit
bodies (47%).

3.2

Vegetative compatibility group location and size
From the vegetative compatibility tests, I was able to estimate the
size of different VCGs, and delimit their distribution within the
six spruce logs. In total, I observed 53 VCGs from 181 wood
sample cultures (table 2), varying from 6 VCGs in log 1, to 12
VCGs in log 4. The smallest VCGs comprised only a single wood
sample, while the largest one was made up of 31 wood samples
and was located on log 2.
In many cases I observed certain VCGs that were restricted to
either the left or right-hand sides of the logs. This tendency was
more common in the thicker transverse of the logs. In contrast, in
the thinner parts of the logs, I observed VCGs that tended to be
distributed on both sides. Suggesting that the mycelium grows
mostly along the grain of the wood. I also observed that many
VCGs were found in wood sample cultures that were not located
next to each other, resulting in an apparent fragmented growth
pattern (table 2).
Another notable observation (data not shown) from the

Figure 7. Vegetative
incompatibility groups on
log 5. Sketch of log 5 viewed
from above with placement of
VCGs marked (I-VIII). Log
length = 13.5m, average log
diameter = 28cm, # (wood
sample cultures) = 24. Sketch
not to scale.

compatibility tests performed was that cultures belonging to
different VCGs but closely located in the log resulted in more semiincompatible confrontations. In contrast, wood sample cultures of
different, more distantly located VCGs tended to show stronger
incompatibility reactions. Sketch of log 5 (Fig. 7) is an example of
typical VCG distribution, while detailed information for all the logs
is summarised in table 2.
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Table 2 summary of vegetative compatibility groups in all logs. Displayed are the composition of wood
cultures of VCGs. Number (#) of wood sample cultures for each VCG, and the side of the log the sample was
isolated, left (L), right (R) or centre (C). Location, indicate the distance in meter (m) calculated between the
sampling point and bottom of the log. Dashes (-) between numbers indicate a continuous row of wood samples
from one sampling point to another. Commas (,) indicates that wood samples discontinuous along the log.
Log 1
(Phenotypic groups = 8)
VCG id.

1

2

3

4

5

6

# of Wood Samples (L)

3

5

1

0

0

0

# of Wood Samples (R)

6

0

0

1

2

1

# of Wood Samples (C)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Location (L)

0.5-1.5 m

2-4 m

4.5 m

x

x

x

Location (R)

0-1.5 m, 2.5 m, 4.5 m

x

x

2.5 m

3.5-4.5 m

6.5 m

Location (C)

x

x

x

x

x

x

Total # of Wood Samples

9

5

1

1

2

1

Log 2
(Phenotypic groups = 15)
VCG id.

1

# of Wood Samples (L)

2

4

16

1

# of Wood Samples (R)

1

1

15

1

# of Wood Samples (C)

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

0

0

0

2

3

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

2-3.5
m
1m

4-11.5
m
4-11 m

x

x

x

Location (C)

x

x

x

12.5
m
12.5
m
12

x

Location (R)

0.5 m, 1.5
m
0m

0.5-1
m
x

1.5-2.5
m
x

3
m
x

3.5
m
x

Total # of Wood
Samples

3

5

31

3

2

3

1

1

Location (L)

Log 3
(Phenotypic groups = 5)
VCG id.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

# of Wood Samples (L)

2

1

2

2

2

1

0

0

# of Wood Samples (R)

0

0

0

4

1

3

1

2

# of Wood Samples (C)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Location (L)

0.5-1 m

1.5 m

2.5-3 m

4-4.5 m

5-5.5 m

2m

x

x

Location (R)

x

x

x

3-4.5 m

5m

0.5-1.5 m

2m

6-6.5 m

Location (C)

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

Total # of Wood Samples

2

1

2

6

3

4

1

2
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Log 4
(Phenotypic groups = 11)
VCG id.
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

5

1

1

2

1

1

1

0

0

0

1

0

3

2

1

0

1

1

0

0

0

2

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

2

1

1

0

0

3m

4-4.5
m
x

6.5
m
x

x

x

x

x

Location (C)

x

x

Total # of Wood
Samples

8

3

2

2

2

2

12.5
m
2

7 m,
8.5 m
2

9
m
1

5-5.5
m
8m

4
m
x

x

4.5
m
x

5.5
m
6.5
m
x

x

2.5-3
m
x

3.5
m
3.5
m
x

5m

Location (R)

0.52.5 m
0-1 m

# of Wood
Samples (L)
# of Wood
Samples (R)
# of Wood
Samples (C)
Location (L)

Log 5
(Phenotypic groups = 10)
VCG id.

1

2

3

# of Wood Samples (L)

2

1

# of Wood Samples (R)

0

2

# of Wood Samples (C)

0

Location (R)

1.5, 2.5
m
x

Location (C)
Total # of Wood
Samples

Location (L)

Log 6
(Phenotypic groups =12)
VCG id.
1
# of Wood
Samples (L)
# of Wood
Samples (R)
# of Wood
Samples (C)
Location (L)
Location (R)

Location (C)
Total # of Wood
Samples
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4

5

3

0

4

1

0

0

3m

3

x

1.5-2
m
x

1

2

6

7

8

0

0

0

0

2

1

4

1

x

0

0

0

0

8-9 m

x

x

x

x

x

x

2-2.5
m
x

8-9 m, 6
m
x

1.5
m
x

3.5-4
m
X

5
m
x

6.5-7.5 m, 5.5
m
x

10
m
x

2

3

7

1

2

1

4

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

4

1

2

3

2

2

4

1

0

0

0

4

0

0

1

0

2

4

1

2

3

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.53m

3.5
m

4 m,
5m

5.56.5 m

8-8.5
m

9-10.5 m

11
m

x

x

x

01.5
m
x

x

x

3m

77.5
m
x

6 m,
4.5 m

9.5-10.5
m, 5 m

11.
5m

6.5-7 m,
5.5 m

3.54m

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

88.5
m
x

x

x

8

1

2

4

2

4

8

2

2

3

2

Figure 8. Cumulative richness of VCGs in Phellopilus nigrolimitatus. The graph shows the cumulative
number of VCGs identified per log. Each line represents the mean after 1000 permutations of collected wood
sample ordering. On the x-axis is the number of wood samples that were sampled in the permutations. On the yaxis is the mean number of VCGs found after the 1000 permutations of a given number of wood samples.

From the cumulative richness plot of VCGs (Fig. 8) we see that logs 2, 4 and 6 seem to have
fully reached a plateau. The reason for this is likely due to the high isolation success of wood
samples in these particular logs. Logs 2, 4 and 6 make up the upper half of isolation success
across the 6 logs, with 94, 91 and 87% respectively. Whereas logs 1, 3 and 5 have a lower
isolation success rate. For a higher isolation success rate, either the current VCGs found in these
logs would have slightly increased in size (number of wood samples), or new and smaller VCGs
would be uncovered.
I also modelled the number of VCGs per log as a function of log volume. Unexpectedly,
however, the resulting models, showed no statistically significant correlation (χ2 (1) = 0.135, p
= 0.714), and the correlation was slightly positive, increasing by 0.133 VCGs ± 0.36 (standard
errors). Suggesting log volume has little effect on VCG diversity.
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3.3

Consistency of fruit body measurements

For 102 fruit bodies of P. nigrolimitatus (2 fruit bodies were omitted due to missing values), I
correlated the measurements of length, width and surface area obtained by two different
techniques. I used linear regression models to investigate consistency between manual
measurements (calipers) and measurements from the image analysis (ImageJ). The linear
regression models for fruit body length, width and area, had residual standard deviations of 1.4
cm, 0.8 cm, 19 cm2, and R2 was 0.95, 0.95, 0.97 respectively. There was a high correlation in
the measurements between the two techniques applied (see appendix 2, Fig. A7).

Figure 9. Linear regression models for fruit body surface area and diagnostic plot.(a) Linear regression
models for fruit body surface area, where blue line indicates linear regression using ordinary least squares (OLS)
and red line indicates linear regression using weighted least squares (WLS) with weights of 1/ σ 2. (b) Residual
diagnostics plot of the OLS model showing heteroscedasticity.

In the plots of residuals against fitted values (see appendix 2, Fig. A8) the residuals appear
fairly homoscedastic (homogenic variance) except for the surface area measurement, where
evidence of heteroscedasticity has been shown using a Breusch–Pagan test (p-value = 2.762e10). Therefore, a weighted least squared (WLS) linear model (with the weight 1/ σ2) was a
better fit as a model for fruit body surface area (Fig. 9). Both models showed a slight lean
towards the y-axis (manual area). This lean, and the heteroscedasticity is an indication of a
tendency to overestimate fruit body surface area in the manual measurements. Most likely this
is inherent to the way this variable was calculated. By multiplying width and length we assume
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a square or rectangular shape for a given fruit body. This simplification leads to magnified
discrepancies between greater values of ImageJ area measurements and manual area
measurements. Conversely, measurements obtained from ImageJ account for a given shape of
a fruit body. Within a margin of error, ImageJ estimates surface area for a selected region of
interest of an image, therefore providing a more realistic representation of actual fruit body
surface area compared to manual surface area measurements. For these two reasons outlined
above, the measurements resulting from ImageJ were applied for subsequent analyses.

3.4
Fruit body size, abundance and their
respective VCG correlation
3.4.1 Effect of subsampling the surface area dataset
Since 60% of collected fruit bodies were neither isolated nor attributed to a VCG, I conducted
an examination of the potential bias that using only a subset of fruit body surface area (Fig.
10b) will introduce to the analysis.

Figure 10. Comparison of surface area from ImageJ. (a) Violin plots of surface area of all collected fruit
bodies, and (b) surface area plot of fruit bodies that displayed compatibility with a vegetative compatibility
group. With n(a) = 104 and n(b) = 42.

I found no significant statistical difference in surface areas between fruit bodies that were
not compatible with a VCG (and no culture isolated) and fruit bodies that were compatible
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with a VCG (see appendix 3, Fig A9). The non-significance was evident if linear regression
models were applied for each log separately (p = 0.75, 0.27, 0.53, 0.53, 0.58, 0.47 for logs
1-6 respectively), as well as in a linear mixed effect model (LMM) applied to all logs
simultaneously (χ2 (1) = 1.0427, p = 0.31, Table 3, model 2). This gives me confidence for
representing the surface areas of the collected fruit bodies using the subset of fruit bodies
that actually displayed compatibilities with wood sample cultures.

Table 3 Analysis of deviance output from (fruit body surface area) linear mixed effect models (LMM).
Model (1) is a nested model of model (2) and does not take into account a VCG variable (yes/no) that identifies
if a given fruit body has shown to be compatible with a VCG or not. Model (2) does take into account the VCG
variable with n(observations) = 104, and n(logs) = 6.
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Model

Df

AIC

Log lik.

Deviance

(1) Nested LMM

3

1149.5

-571.77

1143.5

(2) Unconstrained LMM

4

1150.5

-571.24

1142.5

3.4.2 Fruit body surface area and VCG size
For assessing the relationship between VCG size and fruit body surface area, I used both linear
regression and LMMs, by modelling fruit body surface area as a function of VCG size. For the
linear regression model, there was a positive correlation between size of VCG and fruit body
surface area across all logs (Fig. 11).

Figure 11. Relationship between fruit body surface area and VCG size separated per log. Shown is the
surface area of fruit bodies (y-axis) compared to the size (in number of compatible wood samples) of their
respective, compatible VCG (x-axis).

This correlation was confirmed for each log when analyzed separately and was statistically
significant for log 1 and 6 (p = 0.034 and 0.002 respectively). This lack of significance for the
other logs (log 2, 3, 4 and 5) is likely due to a reduced number of observations.
Concerning the LMM (Fig. 12), by comparing the full LMM with a nested model that ignores
the variable VCG size (# wood samples), I found a statistically significant positive correlation
between fruit body surface area and VCG size across all logs (χ2 (1) = 19.39, p = 1.067e-05).
The fruit body surface area increased by 6.5 cm2 ± 1.2 (standard errors) per one-unit increase
in VCG size (Table 4, and Fig. 12).
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Figure 12. Relationship between fruit body surface area and VCG size. Shown is the surface area of fruit
bodies (y-axis) compared to the size (in number of compatible wood samples) of their respective, compatible
vegetative compatibility group (x-axis). The line describes the linear mixed effect model (Table 4, model 2).

From the LMM, I obtained an R2-value of 0.45 indicating a linear relationship without
explaining much variability, suggesting there are other factors also influencing fruit body
surface area.
Table 4 Model coefficients of linear mixed effect models (fruit body surface area vs VCG size). Model (1)
is a nested model of model (2) and does not take into account the VCG size variable. Model (2) does take into
account the VCG size variable. Standard deviation due to the random intercept effect log identification number
(σ log id). Residual standard deviation of the model (σ residual), n(observations) = 42, n(logs) = 6.
Model

Intercept
2

σ log id
2

σ residual

R2

AIC

BIC

2

Log-

Deviance

(cm )

size

(cm )

(cm )

(1) Nested model

67.3 ± 24.1

…

50.96

73.82

...

495

500.2

-244.5

489.0

(2) Unconstrained

22.4 ± 15.6

6.5 ±

20.33

62.38

0.451

477.6

484.6

-234.8

469.6

model
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VCG

1.2

likelihood

During the diagnostic examination of the LMM, I found that the residuals versus fitted values
were mostly homoscedastic, with some minor heteroscedasticity. I also found that the model
was not sensitive to potential outliers I had in the data (e.g. removing data from log 2 did not
drastically disrupt the pattern in the model, however it lowered the slope and intercept).
Additionally, I added a random intercept effect of the individual VCGs (by using the VCG
identification number as a random effect). I did this in an attempt to account for nonindependence, since multiple fruit bodies were compatible with the same VCG. This random
effect had no impact on the model whatsoever, in addition it resulted in a higher AIC-score, and
was therefore omitted from the model. From the diagnostic examination, I concluded that I in
many aspects fulfilled the assumptions of a linear model.

3.4.3 Effect of subsampling the fruit body abundance dataset
I also assessed how the subset of fruit bodies displaying compatibility with VCGs is
representative of the collected number of fruit bodies. At a first glance, one can see that there
are large discrepancies (Fig. 13).

Figure 13. Collected, isolated and VCG-compatible fruit bodies. Barplot of number of fruit bodies collected
(blue), number successfully isolated fruit bodies (red), and fruit bodies that displayed compatibility with a VCG
(orange). Numbers above bars indicate the number of samples in the given category. Percentages (%) represents
the percentage of collected fruit bodies that were VCG-compatible.

The percentage of collected fruit bodies, compatible with VCGs varied between logs, where
45, 83, 36, 31, 58 and 27% of the collected fruit bodies were compatible with VCGs in log 1 to
6 respectively. Log 2 had the highest percentage of collected fruit bodies that were VCG
compatible, while log 6 had the lowest.
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3.4.4 Fruit body abundance and VCG size
For assessing the relationship between number of fruit bodies per VCG and their respective
VCG’s size, I used a LMM, modelling number of fruit bodies as a function of VCG size. By
comparing a full model with a nested model (see appendix 4, table A1), I found a statistically
significant relationship between number of fruit bodies and VCG size (χ2 (1) = 19.05, p = 1.2e05). I found that number of fruit bodies increased by 4.7% per one-unit increase in VCG size
(see appendix 4, Fig. A10). This means that a doubling of fruit body number happened with
every addition of ~15 compatible cultures to VCG size. The model had an R2-value of 0.53,
again indicating a linear relationship with some unexplained variability.
During the diagnostic examination of the LMM, I found that the residuals versus fitted values
was rather heteroscedastic. I also found that this model was not sensitive to outliers in terms of
model slope and intercept (e.g. the model intercept and slope increased slightly without log 2).
However, without log 2 the model was statistically insignificant and R2 was reduced to 0.07.
Adding a random intercept effect by using VCG identification number had no effect on this
model, and consequently was omitted. I concluded from this examination that this model did
not meet some of the assumptions of a linear model.

Figure 14. Relationship between number of fruit bodies and VCG size separated per log. Shown is the
number of fruit bodies (y-axis) compared to the size (in number of compatible wood samples) of their respective,
compatible VCG (x-axis).
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From preliminary analyses of the relationship between number of fruit bodies and their VCG’s
size, no clear trend could be detected (Fig. 14). From my data, I cannot affirm that there is a
relationship between number of fruit bodies and the size of VCG, due to my LMM, which
violates many of the assumptions of a linear model.

3.5

Phenotypic variation and VCG delimitation

Relationship between phenotypic similarity and vcg delimitation was assessed using vegetative
compatibility as a function of phenotypic similarity modelled with a GLMM and a GLM. The
dataset for this analysis include only compatibility or incompatibility that were strictly
unambiguous, thus excluding all semi- incompatible reactions. Only confrontations from wood
samples were considered, since the fruit body cultures were not a priori phenotypically
classified, resulting in a dataset of 639 unambiguous confrontations.
Using a generalized binomial linear mixed model (GLMM, MASS) I investigated if the
probability of compatibility between wood sample cultures in a confrontation changes given
the wood sample cultures were classified as phenotypically similar or not (table 5). There was
a statistically significant effect of the similarity variable (p = < 0.001). Log odds of
compatibility increased by 3.02 ± 0.27 (standard errors) given similar = 1.
Table 5 Model coefficients of binomial GLMM (MASS). Standard deviation due to the random intercept
effect log identification number (σ log id). Residual standard deviation of the model (σ residual), n(observations) = 639,
n(logs) = 6.
Model
Unconstrained model

Intercept (log odds)

Similar

σ log id (log odds)

σ residual (log odds)

-1.15 ± 0.3

3.02 ± 0.27

0.64

1.01

Using different packages (R-package lme4), I could compare different GLMMs. I found that
by ignoring the similarity variable (nested model, Table 6) from the GLMM made with the
lme4 package resulted in table 6.
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Table 6 Model coefficients of binomial GLMM (lme4). Model (1) is a nested model of model (2) and does
not take into account the “SIMILAR” variable. Model (2) does take into account the “SIMILAR” variable.
Standard deviation due to the random intercept effect log identification number (σ log id). Residual standard
deviation of the model (σ residual), n(observations) = 639, n(logs) = 6.
Model

Intercept (log

Similar

odds)

σ log id (log

σ residual (log

odds)

odds)

AIC

BIC

Log-

Deviance

likelihood

(1) Nested model

-0.02 ± 0.2

…

0.51

1

855.1

864.0

-425.6

851.1

(2) Unconstrained

-1.17 ± 0.3

3.07 ±

0.65

1

635.7

649.0

-314.8

629.7

model

0.25

I obtained similar results, from the different models applied. From the lme4 model I found a
significant effect of the similar variable (χ2 (1) = 221.5, p = <2e-16), and an increase of 3.07 ±
0.25 (standard errors) log odds given similar = 1.
The model from the MASS package calculated log odds for compatibility given phenotypically
dissimilar wood samples as -1.153 (0.239 probability). Log odds for compatibility given
phenotypically similar wood samples was at 1.866 (0.866 probability, Fig. 15). The model from
the lme4 package calculated log odds for compatibility given phenotypically dissimilar wood
samples as -1.175 (0.235 probability). Probability for compatibility given phenotypically
similar wood samples was at 1.892 (0.869 probability).
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Figure 15. Effect plot of compatibility vs phenotypic similarity. The y-axis displays log-odds of a
confrontation between cultures from two wood samples being compatible. The x-axis displays whether a
confrontation between cultures from two wood samples had been classified as phenotypically similar or not. The
effects plot show log odds as obtained from the MASS model.

Additionally, I modelled compatibility as a function of similarity using a generalized linear
model (GLM, from the R-package “stats”), using log identification number as a blocking
variable (Table 7). I found very similar results to the two other models from the MASS and
lme4 packages. The log odds for compatibility increased given similar = 1 by 3.09 ± 0.25
(standard errors). This was a significant effect (p = <2e-16), and the log odds for compatibility,
given similar = 1 are 2.124 (0.893 probability), and given similar = 0, -0.969 (0.275
probability).
Table 7 Model coefficients of binomial GLM (stats). Model (1) is a nested model of model (2) and does not
take into account the “SIMILAR” variable. Model (2) does take into account the “SIMILAR” variable. Residual
standard deviation of the model (σ residual), n(observations) = 639, n(logs) = 6.
Model

Intercept (log odds)

Similar

σ residual (log odds)

AIC

Deviance

(1) Nested model

0.06 ± 0.25

…

1.14

846

834

(2) Unconstrained model

-0.93 ± 0.31

3.09 ± 0.25

0.98

626.5

612.5
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All the three models showed a large increase in probability of compatibility (~0.88) if cultures
in a confrontation had been phenotypically classified as similar. On the other hand, cultures that
had not been classified as similar showed a much lower probability of compatibility (~0.25).
This suggests that phenotypical similarity is a decent indicator of vegetative compatibility.
The coefficients for my models are very similar across the 3 models, both in terms of estimates
and standard errors. The GLM however (R-package “stats”), showed slight signs of
underdispersion. I examined my dataset using a mosaic plot of compatibility versus similarity
and found very similar effects of the variables as my models did. Regardless of model fit, I
concluded that I have described the relationship between these variables to a reasonable degree,
the relationship however may vary slightly depending on the model one wish to use.
If the classification of similarity corresponded fully with the classification of compatibility, I
would expect to see a 1:1 relationship between these two variables. Discrepancies between these
two variables I therefore saw as a measure of error in the classification (Fig. 16). Across the
logs, I had a difference between phenotypically similar and compatible confrontations of 9, 77,
3, 3, 2 and 2 confrontations for logs 1 to 6 respectively. This represents a correspondence
between these variables of 73, 50, 88, 88, 94 and 95% for logs 1 to 6 respectively.

Figure 16. Bar chart of counts of confrontations. Barchart displaying counts of confrontations where I
classified the two wood samples in the VC test as phenotypically similar (a priori) and/or compatible.
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Log 5 was the only log where a larger amount of wood sample confrontations had been
classified as phenotypically similar than compatible. This means that in this particular log I
found more incompatibilities in confrontations classified as similar compared to the other logs.
In the 5 other logs, in general I found a small number of confrontations that was classified as
dissimilar to be compatible (except log 2, where it was a larger amount).

3.6

Common VCGs across separated wood logs

In order to identify common VCGs across separate logs, I performed compatibility tests with
wood sample cultures across 3 of the 6 spruce logs. Two of the logs (log 1 and 2) were located
close together (0 m) and in physical contact (Fig. 17), while the third (log 4) was located 107
m away. The subset of wood sample cultures used in this experiment represented a total of 15
VCGs.
I found limited evidence for that VCGs were distributed across logs. During examination of the
VC tests, I found 2 cases of compatibility between wood samples from logs 1 and 2. For the
first case, the samples were located at 4.5 m left on log 1 and 9.5 m left on log 2. For the second
case the samples were located at 4.5 m left on log 1 and 2.5m left on log 2. Between log 4 and
log 1, all VC tests produced strong incompatibility reactions, the same was the general case
between log 4 and log 2 except for 1 instance of semi-incompatibility.

Figure 17. Sketch of log 1 and 2. Sketch displaying point of contact between logs 1 and 2 a). Birdseye
schematic of logs 1 and 2, the capital letter “B” indicates the bottom of the logs b). Indicated lengths were
measured from the bottom (0 m) of the log towards the top.
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4 Discussion
4.1
Isolation success of Phellopilus
nigrolimitatus
From the 217 wood samples and 104 fruit bodies collected, an isolation success of 83% and
47% respectively was obtained. Samples from which no culture was isolated was either due to
no mycelium development or contaminants outcompeting the focal species. In general, I
observed more contaminants from fruit body samples. Despite several unsuccessful attempts in
isolating cultures from more fruit bodies, I was able to represent the actual distribution of fruit
body surface areas across all the 6 logs (see section 3.4.1). However, the low success rate (47%)
may have had an impact on the relationship between VCG size and fruit body abundance.
Likewise, the 17% of the wood samples not resulting in cultures, did not contribute for the
assessment of number nor size of VCGs. Nevertheless, based on the statistical results, there is
high confidence that the majority of both the VCG richness and size variations across the logs
have been covered.

4.2
Vegetative compatibility groups in
Phellopilus nigrolimitatus
4.2.1 How are VCGs distributed within logs?
From the compatibility tests, 53 VCGs across the six spruce logs were identified. In most cases
the wood sample cultures, used to locate and delimit a given VCG, were organised sequentially
in rows along the radial of the log, suggesting a continuous mycelium growth. However, in
some cases for a given VCG, a fragmented distribution along the log intermingled with other
VCGs was observed. Three plausible hypotheses explaining this discontinuous pattern are: first,
oidia disperse and land further away on the same log, they grow and result in a clonal dikaryotic
mycelium. Hence, the newly established mycelium network related to the initial mycelium
belong to the same VCG but represent different establishment events in time and space. The
second hypothesis is related to sampling and isolating from wood samples. With a radial
sampling on both sides of logs, I did not cover the whole amount of wood. I might also have
preselected only one strain when isolating from small wood pieces plated on MEA, giving rise
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to the current picture of VCG distribution, which might differ from the actual distribution in
nature. However, no demarcation lines were observed when several inoculum were isolated
from single samples, which is an indicator for co-occurrences of VCGs within the same wood
sample. Third, sampling being a snapshot of historical events in competition for nutrients,
inorganic resources and space, the best fit individual or species might have colonised more
rapidly and grown in-between another established individual hyphal network (Fig. 18).

Figure 18. Fragmentation by co-inhabitant strain. Hypothetical scenario in which VCGs “A” and “B” are coinhabitants of the same log. To the left is the initial state of the system, to the right is the state of the system at
the time of sampling.

Another interesting observation was that VCGs present towards the top of the logs tended to be
distributed on both sides (see VCG III in figure 7). Furthermore, in the thicker transverse part
of the log, VCGs are located mainly on one side of the log. This distribution of mycelia and
occupation of space might be related to amount of substrate available. It might be that the
mycelia tend to grow along the vascular system (xylem, phloem) of their host. Similar to what
was reported for the saprophyte Phanerochaete chrysosporium (Sachs, Leatham, and Myers
1989) and in different plant pathogenic fungi (Klosterman et al. 2009; Czymmek et al. 2007).
Fungi favouring the path of least mechanical resistance through their substrate may explain this
growth pattern where mycelium expansion may be more rapid along the perforated paths.
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4.2.2 Are differences in size of VCGs reflecting individual fitness?
The high number of VCGs (53) identified in this study likely reflects a high degree of individual
genetic diversity in this population of P. nigrolimitatus. Their large differences in size and
hence distance in mycelium spread, could be explained in relation to life-history strategies such
as growth rate, establishment time and competitive capability. For example, VCG #3 from log
2 expands over more than 15m. Some strains may grow more rapidly than others, which could
give them an advantage in colonizing new parts of substrates before other strains. Likewise, if
a given strain is an early colonizer in a particular log, it would have had more time to expand
its hyphal network before the establishment of other strains. This will lead to pioneer strains
having larger VCGs, compare to more recently colonized strains. Finally, some strains may be
better fit to overtake and replace less fit ones. A study with Lentinus edodes showed that the
competitive ability and growth rate in fungi can be highly dependent on nutrient availability,
temperature and moisture (Badham 1991).

4.2.3 Variation in nonself-recognition
In addition, it was observed that the strength of the incompatibility reaction varied. Within the
same log, the demarcation was weaker between different VCGs in close proximity but seemed
to increase with distance between VCGs. Moreover, the phenotypic distinctiveness was
markedly more pronounced between cultures isolated from the extremities of the log. On the
other hand, in closely located VCGs, the phenotypic traits were more similar. These
observations suggest that relatedness is higher between closely located individuals. Possibly
due to a larger basidiospore density increasing the probability of finding a compatible mate
among individuals inhabiting the same log. Assuming that the phenotypic traits (see section
2.2.4) are heritable, the higher chance of mating might produce offspring of intermediate trait
value, resulting in a gradient of phenotypic traits along the radial of the log. Similar
observations were made in Coprinus cinerus, where strength of incompatibility reactions was
correlated with genetic relatedness and geographic separation (May 1988). This hypothesis is
further supported by findings that indicate that a vast majority of spores from a fruiting body,
land in the general vicinity of the source itself, and that the proportion of deposited spores
decline with distance from the source (Norden and Larsson 2000; Norros et al. 2012).
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4.3
Fruit body size, abundance and their
respective VCG correlation
Size variation in VCGs was positively correlated with fruit body surface area, suggesting that
larger mycelia in general can produce larger fruit bodies. This could mean that any of the abovementioned hypotheses for size variations in VCGs (see section 4.2.2) potentially also translates
to reproductive fitness. Caution must be taken though, since a larger spore producing area does
not necessarily translate into greater amount of spore production.
Besides the size of the VCGs, the second most important factor influencing fruit body surface
area is age. Larger fruit bodies tend to have darker coloration in combination with a higher
number of growth rings, indicating older fruit bodies. Additionally, from the laboratory
cultures, no apparent difference in growth rate was visible between VCGs. This suggests that a
VCGs time of establishment is likely to contribute to its gross mycelium development as well
as its accompanying fruit body size. My results corroborate what was found by Rayner and
Todd in Trametes versicolor (formerly Coriolus versicolor) (Rayner and Todd 1977). This is
also in support of the hypothesis that a mycelium with more environmental outreach generally
has access to more metabolic resources. Substantial metabolic resources imply a greater
investment in fruit body surface area.
The model I used had an R2 of 0.45 indicating that a substantial part of the variation in fruit
body surface was accounted for by the model. As expected, there are several other factors that
could also influence either fruit body or VCG size. Variables such as water potential, gaseous
regime, temperature and nutrient availability have an effect on fungal growth (Maurice et al.
2011; Schmidt 2006). These factors fluctuate both inside the log ecosystem and the external
environment, and could serve as points of interest in future studies for their effects on fruit body
development.
The correlation between VCG size and number of fruit bodies was less obvious. Perhaps, due
to a lower isolation success from fruit bodies, in addition to the fact that not all fruit bodies
were compatible with a VCG. This may have led to an underrepresentation of actual fruit body
numbers for each VCG. As such, it is perhaps more difficult to assess this relationship with the
reduced number of data points. In short, there is not enough evidence to suggest anything
conclusive about this relationship, especially when the model was highly influenced by data
from a single (log 2).
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4.4
Are distinct phenotypes predicting
individuals?
Modelling vegetative compatibility as a function of phenotypic similarity revealed a higher
likelihood of two cultures being compatible when they are phenotypically similar; confirming
what was observed by Kauserud and Schumacher (2002). In agar-based culture, the mycelium
of P. nigrolimitatus shows relatively large amount of phenotypic variation, including 61
phenotypic groups among the 181 isolated cultures. The high consistency between phenotypic
grouping and VCGs delimitation suggests that individuals of P. nigrolimitatus have distinct
phenotypes. The considerable phenotypic variation revealed within each of the 6 logs, might
represent different successional, dispersal and establishment events of P. nigrolimitatus. The
fragmented distribution of certain VCGs observed in several logs support this hypothesis. Based
on large-scale field surveys of fruit bodies, it has been reported that P. nigrolimitatus is a late
colonizer in old-growth spruce forests, with fruiting occurring mainly on big logs with diameter
above 40 cm and preferentially in late stage decay (Stokland and Kauserud 2004). However, by
studying fungal DNA extracted from wood through a DNA metabarcoding approach, P.
nigrolimitatus was detected in recently fallen logs with decay stage 2 (Ovaskainen et al. 2013;
Rajala et al. 2011). This suggests that fruiting of P. nigrolimitatus is more likely to occur long
after its establishment. Congruency of vegetative incompatibility tests and cultural phenotypes
has been reported in various plant pathogenic fungi as well (Zeise and von Tiedemann 2002;
Horn et al. 1996).
Though poorly studied in microorganisms, the variation of phenotypes is an important concern
as it is the basis for individuality and adaptation of populations to changing environments and
contribute to the evolution of biodiversity. Phenotypic variation can be the result of genetic
differences, environmental influence and stochastic developmental events. If the phenotypes of
P. nigrolimitatus are based upon the content of the underlying genes comprising potentially
different genotypes. Then, we can expect that the large phenotypic diversity observed here
potentially reflect different genotypes. The expression of those genes as phenotypic traits might
in turn be influenced by the environment, ranging from single factors playing a key role in
fungal growth in deadwood, such as water potential, temperature, gaseous regime, to
combination of these factors and their interactions. In the case of P. nigrolimitatus, the
phenotypic traits might reflect different functional structures of the various mycelia. Possibly
variation in traits like gross hyphal production, cell wall thickness, and pigmentation, may
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reflect adaptations to differential conditions in the log environment or interactions with
conspecific members. It is also possible that the phenotypic variation results of variations in
life strategies. It may be that e.g. faster growing strains produce thinner cell walls as a trade-off
for more rapid growth, or that other strains produce a much more branched hyphal network,
resulting in a mycelium with greater surface area and better potential for nutrient absorption,
macroscopically visible as a fluffier mycelium mat. Although genotype-environment
interactions do not always result in easily distinguishable phenotypes, there is definitely a lack
of study correlating fungal genotypes to their corresponding phenotypes. This is probably due
to the laborious work to perform genomic studies from a large number of isolated fungal
cultures.
Investigated to a much lesser extent than the genotype-environment interaction, are the
stochastic developmental events contributing in the generation of different phenotypes. In
microorganisms, phenotypic heterogeneity is the phenomenon where genetically identical cells,
such as clonal populations, display different phenotypes (Hewitt et al., 2016). Phenotypic
heterogeneity can be expressed in different ways, including morphological plasticity or
regulated and functional heterogeneity. This phenomenon of activating and deactivating
phenotypes is suspected to accelerate the rate of adaptive evolution, particularly in populations
exposed to harmful and stressful conditions and especially in unicellular organism strategies
(Martins and Locke 2015). For example, in the sugar metabolism in E.coli, the expression of
the arabinose metabolic genes is noisy and heterogeneous at the single-cell level but switching
off was deterministically homogeneous and coordinated across the population when arabinose
was exhausted (Fritz et al. 2014).
Filamentous fungi are also known for their extreme phenotypic plasticity and have properties
that make them suitable to study phenotypic variation in a changing environment in laboratory
conditions (Bago et al. 2004; Slepecky and Starmer 2009; Hewitt et al. 2016). However, higher
filamentous fungi having compartmentalized hyphae with septae make it very challenging to
investigate the real contribution of phenotypic heterogeneity, as phenotypes result from
multiple nuclei contributing to the gene expression and hence average out heterogeneity at the
nucleus level. However, several studies have shown evidence for phenotypic heterogeneity in
filamentous fungi. For example, in Agaricus bisporus has heterogeneous metabolism and
pigment formation within zones throughout individual mushrooms and between neighbouring
hyphae (Knaus et al. 2013)
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Considering the vast amount of structural changes in the Fennoscandian boreal forests, due to
extensive logging, and the negative effect on P. nigrolimitatus, phenotypic heterogeneity could
reflect adaptative responses to a changing environment. Could this high number of phenotypes
exist as a consequence of adaptation to forest fragmentation and habitat loss? A straightforward
beneficial strategy for phenotypic heterogeneity is the colonisation of the same spatial niche by
several phenotypes for the reinforcement of population level. However, this hypothesis is less
likely to be supported in our case as the VC concept reflects the individuality and hence delimits
the number of individuals. Moreover, P. nigrolimitatus is a bipolar species undergoing a sexual
cycle.

4.5

Small scale dispersal

From the VC tests, there is little evidence of widespread VCGs across separated logs. Previous
studies have reported occurrence of unique fungal VCGs occurring across logs (Kauserud and
Schumacher 2002) or even across geographically distinct populations (Kay and Vilgalys 1992).
Out of the 15 VCGs included in these VC tests, I found only one shared VCG, composed of 3
cultures between logs 1 and 2, these two logs were in contact. Conversely, no VCG was shared
between more distantly located logs (e.g. logs 1 and 4). This result suggests very rare cases of
vegetative dispersal, facilitated with substrate connectivity.
Consequently, this result highlights that P.nigrolimitatus is predominantly dispersed by spores
at this local scale. According to Nordén et al. (2013), P. nigrolimitatus, possesses a high fruiting
rate and produces abundant and large fruit bodies. Large basidiomycete fruit bodies remain
reproductive for years and release billions of spores a day or trillions of spores a year (Buller,
1922). These basidiospores are the main dispersal unit of Polypores. Traditionally, wood
inhabiting fungi are thought to have a high dispersal capacity due to their minute spores that
can be easily carried by air currents (Gregory 1961) and insects (Vasiliauskas, Stenlid, and
Thomsen 1998). However, more recent studies have shown that in fact wood inhabiting fungi
have limited dispersal abilities (Edman, Kruys, and Jonsson 2004). In order for establishment
to be successful, there is a need for dead wood availability within a forest but also connectivity
of landscape at different scales, as the dispersal capabilities of spores together with the
establishment success might differ from previously established theories.
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5

Concluding remarks and future work

The high number of samples processed and analysed using a combination of both mycological
and statistical approaches has brought valuable insights in individual distribution, phenotypic
variability and growth patterns of P. nigrolimitatus at a local scale. I identified a total 53
vegetative incompatibility groups of P. nigrolimitatus in six highly decayed Picea abies logs.
The number of VCG varied between six to twelve VCGs per log. There were also large variation
in VCG size, where some VCGs were only identified from single cultures and another that was
identified from a total of 31 cultures. The VCGs were for the most part distributed along the
radial of the logs, suggesting mycelium growth along the trees vascular system. Some VCGs
however, presented a fragmented distribution pattern within logs, possibly due to intraspecific
interactions.
I demonstrated a positive correlation between estimated VCG size and fruit body surface area.
The surface area of fruit bodies increased by approximately 6.5 cm 2 per 1-unit increase of
estimated VCG size, implying that larger mycelia in general produces larger fruit bodies in this
species. This relationship is possibly due to greater resource capture by larger VCGs, and a
subsequent greater investment in fruit body size. On the other hand, I found no reliable
correlation between number of fruit bodies and estimated size of VCG. This could be due to
my isolation success from fruit bodies (47%), which may have led to a misrepresentation of
fruit body number per VCG.
VCGs of P. nigrolimitatus was shown to have distinct phenotypic traits allowing an a priori
grouping for vegetative compatibility groups. The phenotypic similarity of wood sample
cultures was shown to be highly deterministic of compatibility between cultures. I found that
the probability of compatibility was 0.87 if cultures had been a priori classified as
phenotypically similar, and 0.24 if dissimilar. This suggests that VCGs of P. nigrolimiatuts
have distinct and visually identifiable phenotypic characters.
Lastly, the VC tests revealed only one case where a common VCG was distributed across two
logs. However, these logs were in physical contact, indicating that vegetative spread is possible.
This result suggest that vegetative mycelial spread of VCGs between logs happens primarily
when substrate continuity is available, while longer-distance dispersal occurs mainly by
basidiospores.
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In light of my results I briefly pinpoint some additional research questions. One question,
directly related to my Master project is to investigate if distance between samples is correlated
to the gradient observed in phenotypic traits and the in intensity of vegetative incompatibility
reactions. A mathematical modelling approach can be applied to the ecological data measured
for each log (diameter, length, individual sampling point). Secondly, before drawing further
conclusions on VCGs of smaller size, additional microscopic observations using DAPI staining,
must be performed to confirm if these cultures are dikaryotic. Finally, in order to investigate
the heterogeneity in VCG size, both fitness (growth rate) and aggressivity (production of
enzymes) of individuals (or VCGs) can be evaluated. Knowing how fitness shapes the selection
of individuals in nature is key component to understand fungal evolution. In addition to these
mycological-based perspectives, a genomic approach can be implemented to investigate the
extent to which the phenotypic differences observed among individuals (VCGs) can be related
to the underlying genetic signatures.
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Appendix
Appendix 1: Defined phenotypic groups
These are the phenotypic groups that were defined in section 2.2.4. The groups were formed,
based upon phenotypic traits by two independent people.

Figure A1. Phenotypic groups from log 1.Petri dishes of wood sample cultures that were grouped according to
their phenotypic similarity, from phenotypic group (P.Gp) 1-8. Vertical text displays the sample identification.
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Figure A2. Phenotypic groups from log 2.Petri dishes of wood sample cultures that were grouped according to
their phenotypic similarity, from phenotypic group (P.Gp) 1-15. Vertical text displays the sample identification.
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Figure A3. Phenotypic groups from log 3.Petri

dishes of wood sample cultures that were grouped

according to their phenotypic similarity, from phenotypic group (P.Gp) 1-5. Vertical text
displays the sample identification.
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Figure A4. Phenotypic groups from log 4.Petri

dishes of wood sample cultures that were grouped

according to their phenotypic similarity, from phenotypic group (P.Gp) 1-11. Vertical text
displays the sample identification.
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Figure A5. Phenotypic groups from log 5.Petri

dishes of wood sample cultures that were grouped

according to their phenotypic similarity, from phenotypic group (P.Gp) 1-11. Vertical text
displays the sample identification.
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Figure A6. Phenotypic groups from log 6.Petri

dishes of wood sample cultures that were grouped

according to their phenotypic similarity, from phenotypic group (P.Gp) 1-12. Vertical text
displays the sample identification.
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Appendix 2: Measurements correlation
Linear regression models, where measurements of fruit body length, width and surface area
obtained from ImageJ were modelled as a function of manual measurements (Fig A7.). QQand residual diagnostics plots for the models are shown in figure A8.

Figure A7. Measurement consistency. Linear regression models showing the relationship between
measurements obtained from ImageJ (x-axis) and measurements taken manually (y-axis). The manual area
variable was calculated by multiplying manual length with manual width.
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Figure A8. Diagnostic plots of linear regression models of using ordinary least squares (OLS). Displayed
are diagnostics plots of three linear regression models. The modelled relationship is fruit body measurements
using ImageJ and callipers for fruit body width, length and area. Residuals are plotted against quantiles of a
normal distribution.
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Appendix 3 Fruit body surface area subset plot
This is a violin plot of fruit body surface area combined across logs (Fig. A9). The subset of
fruit bodies that was used in analyses is displayed in orange. The remaining fruit bodies for
which no culture was obtained or not attributed to a VCG is displayed in blue

Figure A9. Combined surface area measurements of VCG compatible and VCG incompatible fruit bodies.
This violin plot shows surface area distributions of fruit bodies (across the 6 logs) that displayed compatibilities
with VCGs (orange), and fruit bodies that were either not compatible with any VCG, or that did not produce
cultures (blue).
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Appendix 4: Fruit body abundance model
Number of fruit bodies modelled as a function of VCG size (Fig. A10) using a LMM. VCG size
is estimated by its number of compatible wood sample cultures. Additionally a Poisson
distribution was used for the response variable.

Figure A10. Relationship between number of fruit bodies and their respective VCGs’ size. Shown is the
number of fruit bodies (y-axis) compared to the size (in number of compatible wood samples) of their respective,
compatible VCG (x-axis). The line describes the linear mixed effect model (see table A1, model 2).

The model was compared to a nested model, and model parameters are provided (Table A1).
Table A1. Model coefficients of linear mixed effect models (number of fruit bodies vs VCG size). Model
(1) is a nested model of model (2) and does not take into account the VCG size variable. Model (2) does take
into account the VCG size variable. Standard deviation due to the random intercept effect log identification
number (σ log id), n(observations) = 42, n(logs) = 6.
Intercept

VCG size

σ log id

R2

AIC

BIC

Log-likelihood

Deviance

(1) Nested model

0.94 ± 0.137

…

0.172

...

161

165

-79.5

157

(2) Unconstrained model

0.457 ± 0.012

0.046 ± 0.012

0.24

0.53

144

149

-69

138

Model
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